
Elevate Your Marketing Strategies with 
Data-Driven Campaigns

Unleash the Potential
of 5G Data for 
Impactful Campaigns

Csmart Campaign

In the era of 5G, a surge in customer 

generated data presents a goldmine of 

opportunities to curate targeted  

campaigns. However, most existing 

campaign management platforms fall 

short in delivering automated 

recommendations 

Csmart Campaign transforms this process, harnessing data to empower users in crafting effective 

campaigns. Whether digital or physical, it streamlines campaign creation based on data insights 

based on AI/ML driven system.



Analyses customer data to provide data-driven campaign recommendations. Eligible 

segment of customer lists is auto generated, ensuring timely notifications are sent out. 

Notifications can be predefined or personalized to create a tailored customer 

experience.

Data Insights for Effective Campaigns

Elevate campaign strategy with the Intuitive Campaign Designer. Seamlessly launch a 

spectrum of marketing campaigns, ranging from generic promotions to finely tuned 

personalized loyalty programs. Target specific customer segments with precision, 

ensuring messages resonate and connect.

Intuitive Campaign Designer: Craft Tailored Engagements

Multi-Channel Delivery empowers reaching customers on preferred platforms. From 

Mobile-App to WhatsApp, Email, and SMS notifications, there's flexibility to engage 

through channels customers are most comfortable with. This versatility ensures 

campaigns have maximum impact and engagement.

Multi-Channel Delivery: Meet Customers Where They Are

Automate campaign triggers based on pre-defined events and rules, ensuring every 

action is purposeful and strategic. By seamlessly integrating automation, precision in 

strategies is guaranteed, enhancing the relevance and impact of campaigns.

Campaign Workflows: Precision Automation for Success



Want to future proof your business?

Contact Us

reachus@covalensedigital.comwww.csmart.digital

A Strategic Advantage

By improving customer acquisition and boosting brand awareness, Csmart Campaign plays a 

crucial role in accomplishing business goals.

Empower Marketing
Initiatives 

Empowers marketing 
executives to craft personalized 
campaigns that target specific 

customer segments. Define 
promotional offers, campaign 

start and end dates, time slots, 
and days of the week for active 
promotions. Tailor campaigns 
to specific customer types and 
channels for effective reach.

Effortless Campaign
Execution

Define campaign types, dura-
tion, target audiences, and 
sponsors. Gauge campaign 

success through key metrics 
like cost, revenue, sales count, 

and ROI. Attach pre-created 
promotion offers to campaigns 
and schedule execution across 

multiple channels.

Personalized
Engagement

Attach campaigns to leads or 
existing accounts, pushing 

tailored content via email or 
SMS. Utilize versatile email 

builder or pre-designed 
templates for engaging content 

delivery.

Revolutionize your campaigns by leveraging data-driven insights and streamlined execution. 

Unleash the full potential of your marketing efforts. Contact us today to schedule a demo and 

explore how Csmart Campaign can drive your marketing success to new heights.


